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Santa Claus action for children (13)
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Men and women dressed as Santa Clauses are reflected in a glass faзade and prepare for their mission on the roof of the Charitй Children's Hospital. From the roof of the building they roped down to the children, who waited on their stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Women and men dressed as Santa Clauses stand in the courtyard of the Charitй Children's Hospital. Previously they had roped down with ropes from the roof of the building to the children, who greeted the guests at the stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Men and women dressed as Santa Clauses are reflected in a glass faзade and prepare for their mission on the roof of the Charitй Children's Hospital. From the roof of the building they roped down to the children, who waited on their stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Women and men dressed as Santa Clauses stand in the courtyard of the Charitй Children's Hospital. Previously they had roped down with ropes from the roof of the building to the children, who greeted the guests at the stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Men and women dressed as Santa Clauses are preparing for their mission on the roof of the Charitй Children's Hospital. From the roof of the building they roped down to the children, who waited on their stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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dpatop - 06 December 2018, Berlin: A man disguised as Santa Claus hangs from the outside on a rope on the facade of the Charitй Children's Hospital. At the wards the children had gathered at the windows and greeted the Santa Clauses. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Women and men dressed as Santa Clauses stand in the courtyard of the Charitй Children's Hospital. Previously they had roped down with ropes from the roof of the building to the children, who greeted the guests at the stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Women and men dressed as Santa Clauses stand in the courtyard of the Charitй Children's Hospital. Previously they had roped down with ropes from the roof of the building to the children, who greeted the guests at the stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: A man dressed as Santa Claus is reflected in a glass faзade and prepares for her mission on the roof of the Charitй Children's Hospital. From the roof of the building they roped down to the children, who waited on their stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Women and men dressed as Santa Clauses stand in the courtyard of the Charitй Children's Hospital. Previously they had roped down with ropes from the roof of the building to the children, who greeted the guests at the stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Men and women dressed as Santa Clauses are reflected in a glass faзade and prepare for their mission on the roof of the Charitй Children's Hospital. From the roof of the building they roped down to the children, who waited on their stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Men and women dressed as Santa Clauses are reflected in a glass faзade and prepare for their mission on the roof of the Charitй Children's Hospital. From the roof of the building they roped down to the children, who waited on their stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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06 December 2018, Berlin: Men and women dressed as Santa Clauses are reflected in a glass faзade and prepare for their mission on the roof of the Charitй Children's Hospital. From the roof of the building they roped down to the children, who waited on their stations at the windows. Afterwards the St. Nicholas visited the stations and presented presents. Photo: Paul Zinken/dpa
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